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This lesson sets the context for students’ new investigations in Chapter 3: how to make the pinball move to a certain

place in the Class Pinball Machine. Students begin by rewatching the Pinball video. Then, they explore how to make a

tennis ball move in diTerent directions by rolling the ball between three students. The class comes together to play

Rugball and discuss what they Ugured out about directional movement in their exploration. The session concludes with

pairs visualizing the direction of forces shown in the pictures from a new book, Building with Forces, which is about the

forces used in construction projects. The purpose of this lesson is to give students the opportunity to formulate and

describe their own ideas about directional forces. This prepares them for investigating the forces related to these

concepts in the next lesson.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Pinball machines allow people to control the direction and strength of forces on a ball.

EEvvereryydaday Phenomenon:y Phenomenon: A tennis ball moves in a certain direction.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Objects move in the direction we push them.
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Partners look through a new book, visualizing movement in the pictures of

construction workers moving objects in certain directions.

Instructional Guide

1. L1. Leead the Ead the Embodied Fmbodied Fororccees Rs Routine toutine to pro practicactice dire direction.ection. Explain that you will Urst choose a volunteer to face in a

certain direction, and then have the rest of the class face that direction and run in place. Choose a volunteer to begin by

facing a certain direction. For example, Lucia turned left to face the window. Everyone, face toward the window and run

in place.

Time permitting, continue the Embodied Forces Routine by choosing two or three more volunteers. Consider

suggesting facing “up” or “down” and having students tilt their heads while they run in place. Then, have students sit

down so that they are all facing you.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the booke the book Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess..

33. S. Set the purpoet the purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Let students know that they will look at the book with partners to Und examples of

construction workers moving objects in diTerent directions.

44. R. Reevisit visualizing.visit visualizing. Remind students that when people read, they visualize.

T 1 2

3
READING

Visualizing Direction in
Building with Forces

Visualizing Direction in
Building with Forces

15
MIN

We have been exploring forces today with our tennis balls and rugball to try to Ugure out what makes an object

start moving in a certain direction.

Today, we are going to read Building with Forces with a partner. This book has many pictures of construction

workers moving objects in diTerent directions. Construction workers are people who work on building things.

What does it mean to visualize?

[Make a picture in your mind or make a movie in your mind.]
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Emphasize that visualizing helps readers think about and understand what they are reading and viewing. Explain that,

with this book, visualizing can help readers better understand how the construction workers move objects in diTerent

directions.

55. Sho. Show the cw the coovver oer off Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess.. Turn to the title page and point to the photo.

If students do not comment about his stretched-out arm pulling the rope, or his other hand around the ladder, point

this out to students.

66. Model supporting y. Model supporting your visualizour visualization bation by py pantantomiming.omiming. Gesture by imitating the man in the picture, emphasizing the

way his left hand is wrapped around the rope and exerting a force down.

Repeat the motion, inviting students to pantomime it with you.

77. R. Reead aloud pad aloud pagage 4 and dise 4 and discuscuss the phots the photoo.. Point out where you notice the man’s hands are touching the wood in the

picture. Gesture by imitating the man in the picture, emphasizing the way his left hand is on the end of the wood, as if

he is exerting a force to the right.

Repeat the motion, inviting students to pantomime it with you.

88. R. Remind semind studenttudents os of purpof purposse fe for Por Partner Rartner Reeading.ading. Remind students that they will now look at the pictures in the book

together with a partner and visualize the ways they think the construction workers are moving the objects in diTerent

directions.

Let students know they can use pantomiming, or acting out the motion, to support their visualization.

99. R. Reevieview the Pw the Partner Rartner Reeading Guidelineading Guideliness.. Point to and read the guidelines.

Look at the man in this picture with the rope. We are going to visualize what might be happening in this picture.

What do you think the man is doing?

[He is pulling the rope. He is pulling on the ladder.]

What makes you think that?

What I picture in my mind is how he is using one hand to pull the rope down and the other hand to pull the ladder

this way. Acting it out can help me show what I picture in my mind.

In my mind, I imagine what is happening. I visualize he is pushing that piece of wood up and maybe a little bit this

way.

• Sit next to your partner.

• Put the book between you.

• Take turns reading and listening.
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1100. A. Asssign psign partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss..

11. O11. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students visualizs visualize moe movvement in photement in photogrographsaphs.. As partners discuss the images in the book,

circulate and oTer support as needed.

12. C12. Collect matollect materials and cerials and conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Collect books or have students return them to a designated area. AWrm

partner work and preview upcoming lesson.

Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support

Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess

Building with Forces features construction workers who are building houses and stores. The book highlights forces

being exerted in diTerent directions: up, down, to the left, to the right, toward, and away. Students learn that

construction workers must exert forces in the correct directions so everything ends up where it belongs. Building with

Forces is used as a Shared Reading midway through the unit to help students visualize how forces exerted in diTerent

directions make things move in those directions. Construction photographs and simple text engage students in learning

this foundational concept.

I heard a lot of interesting conversations about direction. Next time, we’ll read this book together to Und out more

about why objects move in diTerent directions.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 6: Vsment 6: Visualizing Dirisualizing Direction oection of Mof Movvement Bement By Uy Using Imagsing Imageess

LLook fook for:or: The focal comprehension strategy in this unit is visualizing by using information read or seen in books. In the

Partner Read, students are speciUcally asked to use the still photographs in the book to visualize the diTerent directions

of movement in which the construction workers would be engaging. As you circulate, observe students as they

pantomime or talk about directions: up, down, left, right, and toward and away from themselves. Note if students are

able to use clues from the pictures as well as their prior knowledge, (e.g., how to use a hammer) to visualize the

movement and the direction of the movement that would happen.

NoNow what?w what? If students are unsure of the movement indicated in the picture, ask them to describe what they see in the

picture (e.g., I see a hammer. I see a nail. She is holding the hammer) and then ask “What do you think is moving?”

“What is the construction worker doing to make it move?” and “What would it look like if you were doing what she is

doing?” If students do not have the language to describe the direction in which the movement is happening, note the

diWculty and encourage students to point in the direction they think the movement is happening or show the direction

with a movement of their hands.
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Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Pe: Partner Rartner Reead with a Picturad with a Picture We Walkalk

This lesson focuses on students working together to use what they have learned about directional movement to

preview the book. Students look for what they think is moving as indicated in the photographs and talk about the

direction of the movement. The picture walk is a chance for students to explore and discuss the ideas in the book freely.

The class intentionally does not debrief the book after the picture walk. Instead, students have ample time to discuss

and debrief as a class after they engage in a Shared Reading of the same book in the next lesson.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Ve: Visualizingisualizing

The cognitive strategy selected for this unit is visualizing by creating mental pictures in the mind to recall, reUne, and

clarify key information. Scientists and readers often create pictures, or mental movies, in their minds to assist their

learning and understanding. Being able to think visually is a critical strategy used to investigate science content.

Embedded throughout the rest of this unit are multiple opportunities for you to model this strategy and then facilitate

students’ independent practice.

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Pe: Partner Rartner Reeadingading

Partner Reading is a common classroom practice that provides opportunities for each student in a pair to be the reader

and the supporter while reading a text. Our approach introduces this common practice to kindergartners by including

questions and routines that support working together to gather information and understand a text in ways that do not

require word-reading skills. In Partner Reading, students make sense of a text with a partner selected by the teacher.

While the teacher introduces the purpose for reading and models the reading task, students take primary responsibility

for making sense of the text (in this case, using the illustrations). During reading, the teacher encourages students;

after reading, the teacher guides a reading reVection.

Instructional Suggestion

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Supporting Pe: Supporting Partner Rartner Reeadingading

If you have your own routines for partner reading that your students are used to following, please use those to support

the activity. You may already have set reading partners that students work with, or set places that students go to read,

or ways that they sit together and share the book. Continue whatever supports you have already established with your

class. Other supports you may want to consider are: using heterogeneous grouping for students to support each other

or using homogeneous grouping so that you can give targeted support to students with similar needs by working with

select groups.
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Partners look through a new book, visualizing movement in the pictures of
construction workers moving objects in certain directions.

Instructional Guide
1. L1. Leead the Ead the Embodied Fmbodied Fororccees Rs Routine toutine to pro practicactice dire direction.ection. Explain that you will Zrst choose a volunteer to face in a
certain direction, and then have the rest of the class face that direction and run in place. Choose a volunteer to begin by
facing a certain direction. For example, Lucia turned left to face the window. Everyone, face toward the window and run
in place.

Time permitting, continue the Embodied Forces Routine by choosing two or three more volunteers. Consider
suggesting facing “up” or “down” and having students tilt their heads while they run in place. Then, have students sit
down so that they are all facing you.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce the booke the book Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess..

33. S. Set the purpoet the purposse fe for ror reeading.ading. Let students know that they will look at the book with partners to Znd examples of
construction workers moving objects in diYerent directions.

44. R. Reevisit visualizing.visit visualizing. Remind students that when people read, they visualize.

T 1 2

3
READING

Visualizing Direction in
Building with Forces

Visualizing Direction in
Building with Forces

15
MIN

Hoy hemos estado explorando fuerzas con nuestras pelotas de tenis y de la alfombra para intentar averiguar qué
hace que un objeto comience a moverse en una cierta dirección.

Hoy vamos a leer Construir con fuerzas en parejas. Este libro tiene muchas fotos de trabajadores de la
construcción moviendo objetos en diferentes direcciones. Los trabajadores de la construcción son personas que
trabajan construyendo cosas.

¿Qué signiZca visualizar?
[Hacer una imagen en su mente o hacer una película en su mente].
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Emphasize that visualizing helps readers think about and understand what they are reading and viewing. Explain that,
with this book, visualizing can help readers better understand how the construction workers move objects in diYerent
directions.

55. Sho. Show the cw the coovver oer off Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess.. Turn to the title page and point to the photo.

If students do not comment about his stretched-out arm pulling the rope, or his other hand around the ladder, point
this out to students.

66. Model supporting y. Model supporting your visualizour visualization bation by py pantantomiming.omiming. Gesture by imitating the man in the picture, emphasizing the
way his left hand is wrapped around the rope and exerting a force down.

Repeat the motion, inviting students to pantomime it with you.

77. R. Reead aloud pad aloud pagage 4 and dise 4 and discuscuss the phots the photoo.. Point out where you notice the man’s hands are touching the wood in the
picture. Gesture by imitating the man in the picture, emphasizing the way his left hand is on the end of the wood, as if
he is exerting a force to the right.

Repeat the motion, inviting students to pantomime it with you.

88. R. Remind semind studenttudents os of purpof purposse fe for Por Partner Rartner Reeading.ading. Remind students that they will now look at the pictures in the book
together with a partner and visualize the ways they think the construction workers are moving the objects in diYerent
directions.

Let students know they can use pantomiming, or acting out the motion, to support their visualization.

99. R. Reevieview the Pw the Partner Rartner Reeading Guidelineading Guideliness.. Point to and read the guidelines.

Miren al hombre en esta foto con la cuerda. Vamos a visualizar qué podría estar sucediendo en esta foto. ¿Qué
piensan que está haciendo el hombre?
[Esta jalando la cuerda. Esta jalando sobre la escalera].

¿Qué les hace pensar eso?

Lo que visualizo en mi mente es cómo está usando una mano para jalar la cuerda hacia abajo y la otra mano para
jalar la escalera para acá. Actuarlo puede ayudarme a mostrar lo que visualizo en mi mente.

En mi mente, imagino qué está sucediendo. Visualizo que está empujando ese pedazo de madera hacia arriba y
tal vez un poquito para acá.

• Sit next to your partner.

• Put the book between you.

• Take turns reading and listening.
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1100. A. Asssign psign partnerartners and diss and distributtribute booke bookss..

11. O11. On-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment: Studentsment: Students visualizs visualize moe movvement in photement in photogrographsaphs.. As partners discuss the images in the book,
circulate and oYer support as needed.

12. C12. Collect matollect materials and cerials and conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Collect books or have students return them to a designated area. A\rm
partner work and preview upcoming lesson.

Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Background

About the BAbout the Book:ook: Building with FBuilding with Fororcceess
Building with Forces features construction workers who are building houses and stores. The book highlights forces
being exerted in diYerent directions: up, down, to the left, to the right, toward, and away. Students learn that
construction workers must exert forces in the correct directions so everything ends up where it belongs. Building with
Forces is used as a Shared Reading midway through the unit to help students visualize how forces exerted in diYerent
directions make things move in those directions. Construction photographs and simple text engage students in learning
this foundational concept.

Oí muchas conversaciones interesantes sobre la dirección. La próxima vez, leeremos este libro juntos para
averiguar más sobre por qué los objetos se mueven en diferentes direcciones.

OOn-the-Fly An-the-Fly Asssseesssment 6: Vsment 6: Visualizing Dirisualizing Direction oection of Mof Movvement Bement By Uy Using Imagsing Imageess

LLook fook for:or: The focal comprehension strategy in this unit is visualizing by using information read or seen in books. In the
Partner Read, students are speciZcally asked to use the still photographs in the book to visualize the diYerent directions
of movement in which the construction workers would be engaging. As you circulate, observe students as they
pantomime or talk about directions: up, down, left, right, and toward and away from themselves. Note if students are
able to use clues from the pictures as well as their prior knowledge, (e.g., how to use a hammer) to visualize the
movement and the direction of the movement that would happen.

NoNow what?w what? If students are unsure of the movement indicated in the picture, ask them to describe what they see in the
picture (e.g., I see a hammer. I see a nail. She is holding the hammer) and then ask “What do you think is moving?”
“What is the construction worker doing to make it move?” and “What would it look like if you were doing what she is
doing?” If students do not have the language to describe the direction in which the movement is happening, note the
di\culty and encourage students to point in the direction they think the movement is happening or show the direction
with a movement of their hands.
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Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Pe: Partner Rartner Reead with a Picturad with a Picture We Walkalk
This lesson focuses on students working together to use what they have learned about directional movement to
preview the book. Students look for what they think is moving as indicated in the photographs and talk about the
direction of the movement. The picture walk is a chance for students to explore and discuss the ideas in the book freely.
The class intentionally does not debrief the book after the picture walk. Instead, students have ample time to discuss
and debrief as a class after they engage in a Shared Reading of the same book in the next lesson.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Ve: Visualizingisualizing
The cognitive strategy selected for this unit is visualizing by creating mental pictures in the mind to recall, reZne, and
clarify key information. Scientists and readers often create pictures, or mental movies, in their minds to assist their
learning and understanding. Being able to think visually is a critical strategy used to investigate science content.
Embedded throughout the rest of this unit are multiple opportunities for you to model this strategy and then facilitate
students’ independent practice.

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Pe: Partner Rartner Reeadingading
Partner Reading is a common classroom practice that provides opportunities for each student in a pair to be the reader
and the supporter while reading a text. Our approach introduces this common practice to kindergartners by including
questions and routines that support working together to gather information and understand a text in ways that do not
require word-reading skills. In Partner Reading, students make sense of a text with a partner selected by the teacher.
While the teacher introduces the purpose for reading and models the reading task, students take primary responsibility
for making sense of the text (in this case, using the illustrations). During reading, the teacher encourages students;
after reading, the teacher guides a reading re[ection.

Instructional Suggestion

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Supporting Pe: Supporting Partner Rartner Reeadingading
If you have your own routines for partner reading that your students are used to following, please use those to support
the activity. You may already have set reading partners that students work with, or set places that students go to read,
or ways that they sit together and share the book. Continue whatever supports you have already established with your
class. Other supports you may want to consider are: using heterogeneous grouping for students to support each other
or using homogeneous grouping so that you can give targeted support to students with similar needs by working with
select groups.
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